It has been reported that equiluminant plaid patterns constructed from component gratings modulated along different axes of a cardinal colour space fail to create a coherent impression of two-dimensional motion IKrauskopf and Farell (1990). Nature, 348, 328-331]. In this paper we assess whether this lack of interaction between cardinal axes is a general finding or is instead dependent upon specific stimulus parameters. Type I and Type II plaids were made from sinusoidal components (1 cpd) each modulated along axes in a cardinal colour space and presented at equivalent perceived contrasts. The spatial angular difference between the two components was varied from 5 to 90 deg whilst keeping the Intersection of Constraints (1.O.C.) solution of the pattern constant. Observers were required to indicate the perceived direction of motion of the pattern in a single interval direction-identification task. We find that: (i) When plaids were made from components modulated along the same cardinal axis, coherent "pattern" motion was perceived at all angular differences. As the angular difference between the components decreased in a Type II plaid, the perceived direction of motion moved closer to the I.O.C. solution and away from that predicted by the vector sum. (ii) A plaid made from components modulated along redgreen and blue-yellow cardinal axes (cross-cardinal axis) did not cohere at high angular differences (>30 deg) but had a perceived direction of the fastest moving component. At lower angular differences, however, pattern motion was detected and approached the I.O.C. solution in much the same way as a same-cardinal axis Type II plaid. (iii) A plaid made from a luminance grating and a cardinal chromatic grating (red-green or blue-yellow) failed to cohere under all conditions, demonstrating that there is no interaction between luminance and chromatic cardinal axes. These results indicate that there are conditions under which red-green and blue-yellow cardinal components interact for the purposes of motion detection. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
INTRODUCTION
A plaid pattern is made by adding two one-dimensional (ID) componentsat different spatial orientationsto form a simple two-dimensional (2D) pattern (Adelson & Movshon, 1982) . When an equiluminantchromatic plaid is made from two component gratings of the same chromatic properties, the plaid "coheres" into a 2D pattern (Krauskopf & Farell, 1990) providing the speeds and contrasts are also equivalent. This result indicates that the motion of the second order 2D structure (i.e., the chromatic contrast profile) can be coded by purely chromatic modulation (see also Cropper & Derrington, 1991 Kooi & DeValois, 1992; . Furthermore,under some conditions,a Type II chromatic red-greenplaid changesits perceived directionof motion with presentation duration in much the same way as a Type II luminanceplaid (Yo & Wilson, 1992; Freedland & Banton, 1993) . This suggests that there is a purely chromatic input to the motion mechanism(s) encoding Type I and Type 11plaids, and that the form of this input may not differ greatly from the luminance input. If the components are modulated along different cardinal axes (Krauskopf et aZ., 1982) , it has been reported that the plaid fails to cohere into a 2D moving structure (Krauskopf & Farell, 1990) . If the percept of coherence requires a common mechanism to process all componentsof the plaid, the lack of coherence for plaids 2475 made from components modulated along different cardinal axes suggests that motion mechanisms receive inputs specifically from one cardinal axis. This result, which implies that motion in chromatic plaid stimuli is processed only in terms of its cardinal components, is surprisingin light of recent neurophysiologicalevidence which shows that the clustering of the chromatic selectivity of neurones in the macaque lateral geniculate nucleusaround the cardinalaxes (Derringtonet al., 1984) is substantially lost at the cortical level (Lennie et al., 1990; Kiper et al., 1994) .
An analogousidea concerning the role of spatial scale in plaid coherence has been investigated which shows that the coherenceof plaids composedof disparatespatial frequency components is dependent upon the angle between those components (Kim & Wilson, 1993) , and theoreticalmodels of 2D motion detection (Wilson et al., 1992; Kim & Wilson, 1993) take into account an integration of motion signals across spatial scales under certain conditions. It is possible that a similar stimulus dependency exists for motion integration across cardinal axes. Krauskopf & Farell (1990) used a Type I plaid with component vectors at 45 deg on either side of the Intersection of Constraints(1. O.C.) solution moving at 1 deg/sec. In a similar stimulus arrangement, but with a Type I luminance-onlyplaid made from different spatial frequency components (1 and 6 cpd), Kim & Wilson (1993) found that one of their observers perceived the plaid as two transparentlymoving components(their Fig.  2 , HRW), whereas two other observerssaw the pattern as a coherent 2D moving structure. Thus, it is possible that the failure of cardinal gratings modulated along different axes to cohere, as reportedby Krauskopf& Farell (1990) , dependsupon the precise structureof the plaid, or indeed upon the observer.
The question addressed in this paper is whether this lack of interaction across cardinal axes is a qualitative division in the processing of motion or whether it is a quantitative effect specific to the stimulus conditions. Our experimentsstudy the effect of changingthe relative orientation of the components, on the degree of coherence between two component gratings modulated along the same and different axes of a cardinal colour space. Rather than using a "coherent/transparent"judgement task we chose to use the perceived direction of motion of the pattern. When a plaid coheres, observers indicate the direction of motion of the pattern; when the plaid is transparent, observers indicate the direction of one or other component.We find that for both Type I and Type II chromatic plaids composed of components modulated along different chromatic cardinal axes, their indication of pattern direction depends upon the spatial angular difference between the two components. On the other hand, when composed of componentsmodulatedin the chromatic and luminance domain, component directions are reported at all angular differences. 
METHODS

Stimuli and equipment
The stimuli were sinusoidal gratings combined into 1 or 2D spatial patterns. The stimuli were produced on a Cambridge Research Systems graphics card (VSG2/2) and displayedon a Barco Calibrator7551 colour monitor running at 120 Hz field-rate and 68 kHz line-rate. Onedimensionalstimuli had a contrast resolution of 14-bits, two dimensional stimuli had a resolution of 8-bits. The mean luminance of the display was 18 cd/m2, the calibrated CIE coordinates of the whitepoint were .x= 0.3116, y =0.338. Neither the mean luminance nor the mean chromaticity of the display was altered by the presentation of the stimulus. Each ID component of the stimuluswas a sinusoidalfunction of space and time: L(y, t) = Lm[l + ccos{27r@ +gt) +~}]
(1)
where L~is the mean luminance, C is the contrast,~is spatial frequency (cpd), g is the temporal frequency (Hz) and @isthe startingspatialphase-angle.Expressedin two spatial dimensions (x and y), the plaid patterns can be described as:
L(x,y, t) = Lnr[l + CICOS{27T(U1X + VIY+ &t) + +1} +c*cos{27r(u2x+ v2y +g2t) + 02}] (2) where u and v express the horizontal and vertical spatial frequency components of each grating summed to make the plaid. The contrast C can be expressed independently for each component. As the starting phase was randomised and the patterns were drifted, # is omitted from subsequentequations. Both Type I and Type II plaids (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990 )are representedin Fig. 1 . Note that only in the Type I plaid there is an inverse relationshipbetween the spatial angulardifference and the angulardifferencebetween the component motion vectors: spatial angular differences from 90-10 deg correspond to a spatiotemporalangular range of 90-170 deg, respectively.The data are plotted in terms of the spatial angulardifferenceA, as we found this to be the importantindependentvariable in the study (see Discussion) .
It is common to calculate the velocity of a rigid 2D pattern using the Intersection of Constraints (1. O.C.) solution (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Movshon et al., 1988) . In this case, the relationship between the speed and directionof motion of the ID componentsand the 2D plaid pattern can be described by:
G2 =~COS(~)
where G1 and G2 are the velocities of the component gratings in directions described by angular deflectionsu and /?,respectively,away from the directionof motion of the 2D pattern and P is the speed of the 2D pattern. This calculation rests on the assumption that the pattern is subject to a rigid translation in the fronto-parallelplane. If the plaid is split up into its ID components,then the simplest solution of recombination is to calculate the vector sum (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990) . In this case the speed (KS) is predicted by: VS = /[{ GIcos(a) + Gzcos(/3)}2 +{ Glsin(a) + Gzsin(/3)}2] (4) and the direction (VSdegrees away from the I.O.C.) is described by: tan(vs) = {GIcos(Q) + G2cos(@)}/{Glsin(a) +Gmin(/3)} (5)
The behaviourof carrier and envelopepropertiesof the pattern can be expressedby resolvingthe stimulusinto its horizontal and vertical componentsin space. In a Type,I plaid, U1= -U2 and VI= V2, which simplifiesEq. (2) to: [l + 2Ccos{27r(uX) 
L(x,y, t) = Lm
}cos{27r(ty + @)}] (6a)
For a Type II plaid, Eq. (2) becomes:
L(x, y, t) = L~ x}sin{2r((u1 + uz)/2)x}+ 2Ccos{27r(v1-vz)y}sin{2~((v1+v2)/2)y}] (6b)
Decomposing the Type II pattern into horizontal and vertical components and examining the spatiotemporal frequencies of each reveals the resultant direction of motion of the 2D envelope to be slightly to the opposite side of the I.O.C. solution to the vector sum.* Stimuli were presented within a raised cosine temporal envelope (Te) of the form:
?'e(t) = 0.5{cos2T(Et) +1} (7) where -0.5E < t < O. SE, and zero at all other times, and E is the temporal frequency (Hz) of the envelope. In the case of flickered stimuli, when heterochromatic flicker photometry was being performed, the temporal envelopewas a cosine function of time (t):
Contrast detection thresholds for the individual plaid components were measured using a grating counterphased at a temporal frequencyof 2 Hz to ensure that the temporal content of the stimulus was similar to that subsequentlyused as a component for the plaid pattern. In this case the temporalenvelopewas the productof Eqs (7) and (8), giving a counterphasinggrating in a raised cosine temporal envelope. When equiluminance was measured using the method of motion-nulling the temporal envelope was a rectangular function of time. All stimuliwere spatiallyrestrictedby a circular window 8 deg in diameter centred on the monitor screen (20 deg x 15 deg). The remainder of the screen was constant at the luminance and chromaticity of the whitepoint.
The contrast type (C) of the stimuliwas expressed as a vector in a three-dimensional (3D) space, describing deviations from the display's mean luminance and chromaticity using the coordinate system of Derrington et al. (1984) . The whitepointwas chosen by setting each gun to half its maximum luminanceand then altering the blue and red guns to produce a satisfactory white *Each grating componentof the plaid has the same spatial frequency but different orientation (Fig. 1 (Judd Y(,el) ) were calculated from the meter reading (m,), the calibrated absolute spectral sensitivity of the photodiode (s(l)), the calibrated relative spectral emissions of the R, G and B guns (p(~))and Judd's (1951) modification of the V(A) sensitivity curve (y(~))as follows:
Look-up tables were constructed to linearise the luminance output of the three guns.
Cardinalaxes. Best estimatesof the cardinal axeswere calculated using the cone fundamentals of Smith & Pokorny(1975) .The cone excitationswere obtainedfrom the Judd (1951) tristimulusvalues for each gun using the appropriate transform (see Boynton, 1979 , Appendix, part III). The Judd tristimulus values (X, Y and Z) were calculated for each gun by substituting the Judd colour matching functions [x(l), y(l), z(l)] into Eq. (9). Axes were located initially by calculation of the cone excitations and by subjective equiluminant measures. The accuracy of our selection of the two chromatic axes was measured for two of our observers(DRB and SJC)by testing whether our red-green (RG) and blue-yellow (BY) stimuli are independently adaptable. The results confirmed that our two stimuli showed no crossadaptation and therefore were "cardinal" according to the criteria of Krauskopf et al. (1982) .
Psychophysical methods
Subjective equiluminance.The equiluminantplane for each observer was establishedfor the chromatic stimulus to be used. The effects of chromatic aberrations were limited by using a component spatial frequency of 1 cpd (Cavanagh & Anstis, 1991; Bilodeau et al., 1994; Bradley et al., 1992) .
For ID gratings the heterochromatic flicker photometry method was used. Gratings were sinusoidally counterphasedat 5 Hz [Eq. (8) ] and the contrastwas set at approximately40 times detectionthreshold.The observer adjusted the luminance angle of the stimulus until the perceived flickerwas minimal. The mean of 10 estimates was used as the appropriatecorrection for all subsequent experiments with that stimulus and observer. For 2D stimuli, equiluminance was measured using a motionnulling technique (see Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983 for details) for each individual component. Psychometric functions were collected, plotting perceived direction of motion against the luminance angle in the chromatic stimulus. The point of 50% performance (the motion null) was obtained from a fitted Weibull curve and used as the subjective equiluminanceestimate.
Detection thresholds.The contrast detection threshold for each grating component was measured with horizontal sinusoids using a staircase procedure (Taylor & Creelman, 1967; Findlay, 1978) . This converged on the 75% correct point in a temporal two-alternative forcedchoice (2AFC) detectiontask (see Cropper& Derrington, 1994 for details). The stimulus was cosinusoidally counterphased at 2 Hz [Eq. (8)] and had the temporal form of a raised cosine [Eq. (7)] with a half-envelope width of duration 900 msec. The overall threshold was taken as the mean of four of these estimates.The standard deviationwas always less than 0.1 log units.
Direction-identi@cation measurements. The perceived direction of motion of the 2D pattern was chosen as our psychophysicalmeasure. The task was a single-interval direction-identificationtask. After presentation of the stimuli, observers were required to move a cursor controlled by a mouse so that the vector described by the line between the cursor and the central fixationpoint indicated the perceived final direction of motion of the pattern. This arrangement allowed an angular resolution around the circumference of the presentationwindow of approximately 0.2 deg. The orientation of each component was randomised, whilst keeping the angular difference between components the same. The ID components were temporally interleaved at 60 Hz. It is important to note that for any one type of plaid (i.e., a particular component combination) the components themselves remain exactly the same, only their relative angular separation changes. Because of the randomisation of the actual direction moved there can be no systematic effect of the actual orientation of either component. The observers were instructed to fixate carefully on a central spot and to indicate the perceived direction of the most salient motion of the pattern at the end of the presentation interval.
Coherence or perceived direction of motion?
Preliminary observations,which are supported by our collected data and by other studies (Krauskopf & Wu, 1995) , indicated that the percept of coherence or transparency was not categorical in nature. The relative strengthof these two percepts may depend on the relative salience of two types of motion vectors elicited by each of the ID components and the 2D pattern: the latter contributing to perceived coherence, the former to transparency. Using the perceived direction of motion of the pattern allows observers to indicate either component or pattern directions. In those patterns supporting both, data accumulated across trials will include trials where both pattern and component directions are dominant.
If using a metric of direction-identification,one must take into account the change in perceived direction of motion of a Type II plaid that occurs over time and as its contrast changes (Yo & Wilson, 1992; Wilson et al., 1992) .These propertiesof the stimulusmade it important that the observersshould indicate the direction of motion of the pattern at the end of the observation interval and they were instructedto do so. This procedureensuredthat our results reflected the observers' ability to identify the directionof motion of the 2D structureof the pattern, and the effects of contrast and duration on the perceived direction of motion was minimised (Yo & Wilson, 1992; Wilson d al., 1992; .
Finally, when Type II plaids are described as the product of a carrier grating modulated by a contrast envelope at a different orientation (see Methods) it becomes clear that the carrier and envelope move in different directions. This percept is not one of pattern motion vs component motion but two distinct directions of motion within a single coherent 2D pattern. Observers were instructed to indicate the direction of motion of the contrastenvelope(the "pattern"motion)unlessotherwise noted below (see also Results section for Type 11plaids).
Subjects
The subjects used in this study were the authors and two paid naive observers. Subjects viewed the screen binocularly from a distance of 1 m. They wore their prescribed optical correction and all had normal colour vision.
RESULTS
A note on detection thresholdsand perceived contrast
We initiallyscaled the contrastof the chromaticstimuli to the observers' ability to detect the presence of the individual ID grating components. This procedure, in conjunction with measurements of independent adaptability of the chromatic cardinal axes, scales the psychophysically defined colour space (Krauskopf et al., 1982) to each individualobserver.We also examined the perceived contrast of the cardinal componentgratings at suprathresholdlevels. We found that there is a marked differencein the perceived contrastof a RG grating and a BY grating when both are presented at the same multiples of their contrast detection threshold. The difference can be explained by a shallower gain-function with increasing input contrast in the BY system, an effect that has been reported for the S-conesystemin isolation (Boynton & Kambe, 1980) . We found that this difference in perceived contrast had a significant effect on the appearance of the plaid patterns and chose instead to scale the BY grating so that it had the same perceived contrast as a RG grating set to a specificmultiple of that grating's detection threshold. The perceived contrast of the BY grating was measured using a two-intervalforced choice procedure in which one interval containedthe RG grating of constant contrast (as subsequently used for each observer), the other interval contained a BY grating with a variable contrast ranging from perceptually lower to perceptually higher than that of the RG stimulus.The observer indicated which interval had the higher contrast grating. Stimuliwere presentedfor 900 msec in the raised cosine temporal envelope. Psychometric functions were measured and the equivalentperceived contrast for a BY grating calculated for each observer. The mismatch between perceived BY contrast and the perceived RG was at least a factor of 7 and therewas little subjective variability. In the subsequent data, the multiples of detectionthresholdrefer to the contrastof the RG grating, the BY grating is presented at the equivalent perceived contrast. The perceived contrasts of the gratings modulated along axes at 45 and 135 deg in the equiluminant plane were similar to each other, so detection thresholds are used as the unit of scale. The Michelson contrasts of the components in the luminance plaid were each 0.5 unless otherwise stated, giving a peak time-averaged contrast in the composite pattern of 0.5.
Perceived direction of type I plaids
This experiment measures the perceived direction of motion for Type I plaids when the components have a spatial angular difference of between 10 and 90 deg (angle A in Fig. 1 ). Observers were required to indicate the perceived direction of motion of the pattern. Each observer made 50 direction judgments for each spatiaI angulardifferenceand each componentcombination.The contrast of the chromatic component was 1.0 log unit abovedetectionthresholdfor SJC and 1.2 log units above detection threshold for KTM, AW and DD. The BY grating was matched to the perceived contrast of the RG grating. Lower contrastswere not used for the equiluminant componentsbecausethe compositestimuliappeared stationary during the presentation (see Cavanagh et al., 1984; Mullen & Boulton, 1992a,b; Teller & Lindsey, 1993) . The results for the two observers are plotted for same-axisType I plaids in Fig. 2 and for cross-axisType I plaids in Figs 3 and 4. The perceived direction of motion is plotted against the spatial angular difference between the two components. As noted earlier, when the spatial angular difference decreases, the angular difference between the component motion vectors increases. This is shown by the dashed lines in the figure.
Figure2 plots the perceived directionfor a Type I plaid made from luminance grating components (A), RG grating components (C) and BY grating components (B). As this is a Type I plaid, both the vector sum and the I.O.C. solutions coincide on a line between these two component motion vectors at 270 deg. The component motions were selected such that the pattern speed was always 4 deglsec. Each symbol indicates a single direction-identificationmeasurementand all 50 measurements per condition are plotted. Presenting the data in this way reveals the distribution of the perceived directionjudgments. The figuresshowthat the perceived directionfor each plaid is consistentwith the vector suml I.O.C. solution and not the motion of either one of the componentsalone, indicatingthat all three plaid patterns "cohere". There is slightly greater scatter in the identificationof direction associated with the chromatic plaids, particularly at the greater angular separations. This scatter could be simply an effect of the slower perceived speed that is associated with moving equilu- Angular difference between components (deg) Angular difference between components (deg) Fig. 1 ).The pattern (1. O.C.) speed was 4 deg/sec and the componentswere 1 cpd. (A) shows data for a Type I plaid made from two cardinal luminancegratings for observer SJC. In (B) the plaid was made from two RG cardinal gratings. Two observers are shown: SJC and KTM. In (C) the plaid was made from two BY cardinal gratings.
minant patterns (Cavanagh et al., 1984; Mullen & Boulton, 1992b) . The results for a Type I plaid made from components modulated along different cardinal axes in the equiluminant plane are presented in a similar way in Fig. 3 . The plaid is made from a RG and a BY equiluminantgrating. At an angular separation between the componentsof 90 deg for observer SJC [represented by the rightmost column of points in Fig. 3(A) ], the perceived direction settings fall into two clusters, one around each component direction.This indicates that the observer perceived motion in the direction of an individualcomponent only and perceived no rigid 2D pattern motion. As the spatial angulardifference(A; Fig. 1 until an angular difference of 30 deg and below is reached. At this angle, the perceived direction of motion becomes predominantlythat predicted by the vector sum or I.O.C. solutionsand subjectivereports indicatethat the pattern is perceived as coherent. The results for observer KTM [Fig. 3(B) ] are less clear since more pattern motion is perceived across the full range of angular differences. However, as the spatial angular difference between the components is reduced, the motion of individual components is seen less frequently, and below 20 deg there are no component motion responses. This interobserver difference, which has also been commented upon previously (Krauskopf& Farell, 1990; Krauskopf& Wu, 1995; Kim & Wilson, 1993; Ferrera & Wilson, 1990) , is reflected in the data for two more naive observers AW and DD, shown in Fig. 3 (C) and (D), respectively. Observer AW shows a clear component motion response at angular differences above 30 deg, with one of the components (the RG component) dominating the response despite the equivalence of perceived component contrast. At angular differences below this value, the componentresponseis replacedby a response to the pattern similar to that seen for observers KTM and SJC. However, for this condition a significant numberof the responsesfall at a perceiveddirectionof 90 deg (the opposite direction to that of the pattern) indicating that for some trials the pattern appeared stationaryto this observer. This is perhaps not surprising in light of the fact that the pattern was both equiluminant and the envelope temporal frequency was at its lowest (the patterns being equated for velocity at 4 deglsec). There were few "component"responsesbelow an angular difference of 30 deg, despite the fact that either component alone is above the lower threshold for chromatic motion under these conditions (Cropper & Derrington, 1994 show results similar to that of SJC in that more pattern motion is perceived overall but at angular differences below 30 deg, this is the dominant percept. Observer AW again shows a split response,which may indicate that although the 2D pattern itself was perceived rather than the components, its direction of motion could not be determined.
Comparisons of Figs 3 and 4 show that at larger angular differences for all observers there is generally a more consistentpercept of coherent motion (vector sum/ I.O.C. direction) for the inter-cardinalaxis plaid (Fig. 3) than the cross-cardinal axis plaid (Fig. 4) . Despite the significant inter-observer differences, it is clear that all patterns,whether made from componentsalong the same or different axes in colour space, cohere when the spatial angular difference between those two components is 30 deg or less.
Perceived direction of Type IIplaids
One of the problems inherent in a Type I plaid is that the vector sum and I.O.C. solutions coincide, falling between the two componentdirections.Thus it remains a possibility that observers could perform some kind of averagingof two perceived componentmotion vectors to give a response resembling the pattern motion direction, even though motion of the two individual components was being perceived.A simpleway to dissociatebetween analysis of the ID components and of the 2D "blob" structureis to look at the perceived directionof motion of a Type II plaid, which gives different predictionsfor the vector sum and I.O.C. solutions of the resultant motion (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990 ; also Fig. 1 ).
The Type II plaids were made from grating components with a spatial frequency of 1 cpd drifting at a rate such that the pattern velocity in the I.O.C. direction was again 4 deg/sec for each spatial arrangement.The actual pattern orientationwas randomised on each presentation and then normalised to an I.O.C. solution of 180 deg to Figure 5 (A-C) presents the mean perceived direction of the pattern plotted against the spatial angular differencebetween the componentsof the Type II plaids, for components modulated along a common axis in colour space. Data for three observers are shown. The contrast was high enough to give each observer a sufficientpercept of motion to perform the task (1.0 log units above thresholdfor SJC; 1.2 log units for KTM and DRB). Although the contrast of a luminance-codedType II plaid affects the perceived direction of motion (Yo & Wilson, 1992 )the contrastis consistentfor each observer across the spatial angular difference: the independent variable.
------
The resultsshow that the perceived directionof motion of a given plaid pattern dependson the angulardifference between the components,and performancevaries slightly between the observers. Again, this variation between individualsis not uncommonfor Type II plaids presented for this duration (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990; Yo & Wilson, 1992; Wilson et al., 1992) . Observer SJC [ Fig also slightly greater error in the identification. At an angular separation between the components of between 10 and 25 deg, the perceived direction of motion is close to, although slightly greater than the I.O.C. solution,and all three patterns behave similarly. At smaller and larger angular differences, the perceived direction moves towards the vector sum solution and at the larger angular differences the three different patterns show different results. In summary, Type II plaids formed from components modulated along the same cardinal axes form coherent 2D patterns whose perceived direction of motion is somewhat dependent upon the spatial structure: at most angular differences the perceived direction of motion is close to the I.O.C. solution,but as the angular difference decreases the direction of motion may approach (but not reach) the vector sum solution.This trend is independent of the cardinal axis along which the components are modulated.
As we mentionedin the Methodssection,we foundthat Type 11plaids with small angulardifferencesbetween the components appeared to contain two distinct and simultaneous directions of motion, which we associated with the carrier and envelope forming the pattern (see Derrington et al. (1992) and Methods). Note that these plaidsare single-axisplaids and alwaysform coherent2D patterns under our experimental conditions, and observers were required to give the direction of motion of the pattern as whole. For two observers, however, we measured the perceived directionof motion of the carrier in an equiluminantplaid made from two RG components. These results are plotted for SJC and KTM in Fig. 5 (A) and (B) as open diamonds. The data show that the envelope and carrier motion were independently discriminable and neither corresponds to component motion. The perceived direction of the carrier corresponds closely to the vector sum solution, shown by the dotted line. As discussed in the Methods section, the calculated direction of motion of the envelope in our Type II plaids is on the opposite side of the I.O.C. solution to that of the carrier, and that the calculated direction of motion of the carrier corresponds to the vector sum solution.This predictioncorrespondswith the data quite well as, for observer SJC, envelope motion in the RG plaid is seen as just above the I.O.C. solution,and the vector sum approximately predicts the perceived direction of carrier motion in the same pattern.
It is important to note that as the angular difference between the componentsdecreases,and the spatial extent of the "blobs" (Ferrera & Wilson, 1990) increases, so the number of "blobs" present in the 8 deg window also decreases, that is, the envelope spatial frequency decreases.This decrease appearsto make it more difficult to extract the direction of motion of the envelope as opposed to the carrier and the perceived direction moves toward the vector sum solution (the carrier direction). The perceived direction of motion of a Type II plaid made from components modulated along different chromatic cardinal axes (RG/13Y)is shown in Fig. 6 (A-C) as closed circles for the three observers. At a spatial angular difference between the componentsof 30 deg or greater, the perceived directionof motion of the pattern is close to that of the faster moving component.Subjectsdo not indicate the direction of pattern motion, which suggests that these plaids are not perceived as coherent 2D structures. For all subjects, as the angular difference between the components decreases, the perceived direction of motion moves toward the I.O.C. solution, suggesting that the pattern coheres and observers can extract a clear percept of the direction of motion of the 2D structure. This is similar in form to the results presented for a Type I plaid [see Fig. 3(A) for SJC].
The data for a plaid made from componentsmodulated between the cardinal axes (45 and 135 deg in the equiluminant plane), is also presented with vertically opposed arrowheads for observers SJC and KTM in Fig.  6 (A) and (B), respectively. The perceived direction of motion is very similar to that measured for the crosscardinal axis plaid at angular differences below 30 deg and shows that a coherentpattern is perceived.At greater angulardifferences,more pattern motion than component motion is shown than in the cross-axis condition, showing a greater tendency of these patterns to cohere (Krauskopf & Farell, 1990) . However, the perceived direction is closer to the vector sum and component directionsat larger angular differencesthan measured for a plaid made from componentsmodulatedalong the same cardinal axis. These results are consistentwith those for a Type I plaid (Fig. 4) which show that the percept was split betsveencomponent and pattern motion for spatial angular differences greater than 30 deg.
Is there any rolefor luminance?
In the final experiment we investigate whether the percept of 2D motion in these plaids is influenced by possible luminance artefacts in the two chromatic gratings. For example, a luminance artefact in each nominally cbromatic plaid component might cohere to form a luminance-coded plaid which dominates the purely chromatic contribution to the pattern. We would expect any luminance artefact in the chromaticgrating to be at a low Michelson contrast and we, therefore, used a low contrast luminance grating paired with a chromatic grating at the observer's standard contrast.
The solid horizontal arrowheads in Fig. 6 give data collected for a plaid made from one luminance grating and one equiluminant chromatic grating, which was either RG or BY. The luminancegratingwas presented at a very low Michelsoncontrast of 0.05, the RG chromatic grating was presented at the standard contrast of 1.0 log unit above its detection threshold for SJC and 1.2 log units for KTM. The BY componint was presented at the equivalentperceived contrast to the RG component.The colour of the chromatic component (BY or RG) was alternated between trials and each component could be either chromaticor luminance.The data showthat in each plaid, the perceived direction of motion was that of the fastest moving component,which was either luminance, RG or BY. There was no angular difference at which 2D pattern motion was seen.
Another question is whether any interaction between chromatic and luminance cardinal axes can be elicited. To assess this we measured the perceived direction of motion of a plaid made by adding one chromatic component and one luminance component. The luminance component was presented at the same perceived contrast as the chromatic component. Thus, the experiment looks for an interaction between the chromatic and luminance axes which may not be evident when the luminancegrating is at a much lower perceived contrast. The results are shown in Fig. 6 (A) and (B) for observers SJC and KTM, respectively,denoted by open horizontal arrowheads. The perceived direction of motion correspondsto one or other of the components,and no percept of 2D pattern motion is recorded. The interaction across cardinal axes is confined to the equiluminant chromatic plane.
DISCUSSION
The experiments presented in this paper study the effect of the relative spatial orientationof the component gratings on the perceived direction of motion of Type I and Type 11plaids, modulated both along and between the cardinal axes of colour space. The motivationfor the study was the initial observation by Krauskopf & Farell (1990) that plaids made from gratings modulated along differentcardinal axes fail to cohere. This has been taken as evidencefor the "cardinal"processingof motion since it suggests that the early spatio-temporal filters in the motion system are sensitiveonly along the cardinal axes, and that they retain their specificity in connecting to higher-order motion mechanisms. It was suggested that these findings were part of a general "similarity rule", which predicts that only componentgratingswith similar spatial frequencies, contrasts or velocities will cohere (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Krauskopf & Farell, 1990) . It has recently been reported, however, that plaids made from two luminance gratings of very different spatial frequencies can in fact cohere, and that coherence depends on the relative orientationof the two luminance components (Kim & Wilson, 1993) . Thus; although different spatial frequencies may be independently detectable, they can interact for the purposes of motion detection. This conclusion suggests that, before the significance of the results reported by Krauskopf & Farell (1990) in the colour domain can be properly determined, the degree of coherence of cross-cardinal axis plaids over a range of spatio-temporal conditions must be assessed. In particular, we have investigatedthe dependencyof coherence on the spatialorientationof the components.
Our resultsshow that the coherenceof Type I and Type II plaids formed from two different chromatic cardinal components is dependent upon the relative spatial orientation of the components. As the two components approach each other in orientation,both Type I and Type 11plaids start to cohere, and at an angular difference between the two chromaticcomponentsof 1W30 deg the plaids support a pattern motion percept and move with perceived direction of motion consistent with that predicted for a 2D structure. Our results, however, do not contradict the original observation (Krauskopf & Farell, 1990 ) that a Type I plaid composed of a cardinal RG and cardinal BY grating at a separationof 90 deg (the I.O.C. solution *45 deg) is generally perceived as two ID components sliding over each other. Figure 3 shows our results obtained under equivalentconditionsto those used by Krauskopf & Farell (1990) . Observers SJC and AW indicated the direction of motion of the 90 deg plaid to be in one or other of the component directions, indicating that it was perceived as transparent, with the two component gratings slipping over each other. The responses of observers KTM and DD, on the other hand, indicate that the percept was variable, and was mostly seen to cohere but sometimes perceived as transparent. This suggests that individual variability is an important factor in determiningwhether plaids cohere or not under these conditions.More importantly,however, our results show that an angular separation between components greater than 30 deg particularly favours a lack of coherence in both 'Type I and Type II plaids (Figs 4 and 6), and under conditionsof lower separations(10-30 deg) coherence occurs reliably between the two different chromatic cardinal componentsfor all subjects.
It is also worth consideringwhether our data show any differences between the motion obtained from the combination of the two cardinal componentsas opposed to the combination of the inter-axis chromatic components. For Type 1 plaids at 90 deg, observer SJC showed a higher proportion of directions consistent with coherence for the inter-axis plaids than for the on-axis plaids (compare Figs 3 and 4) , supporting the original results of Krauskopf & Farell (1990) . Observer KTM, on the other hand, reports directions consistent with coherence for both types of plaid. Comparing the data sets for the cardinal plaids and the inter-axis plaids over all angles and the four observers,the results suggest that there is a somewhat greater tendency for pattern motion to dominatecomponentmotion with the inter-axisplaids. The significance of the results for the selectivity of the cardinal processing of motion, therefore, requires reinterpretation, and the idea that chromatic motion is subserved only by selective, independent mechanisms tuned to the two chromatic cardinal directions of colour space cannot be supported.
It is interesting that we found no spatial angular difference at which a luminancegrating and a chromatic grating produce a pattern motion percept. When a very low contrast (0.05) luminance component grating is combined with a higher contrast chromatic component grating of either RG or BY modulation, the direction indicatedis that of the fastest moving component (Fig. 6 , open opposed arrowheads). Subjective reports also indicate that no coherence is seen. When the colour and luminance components are of equivalent perceived contrast (Fig. 6, solid opposed arrowheads) there is also no "pattern" motion, but the direction of the luminance componentis always selected, regardlessof whether it is the faster or slower component.Thus, like Krauskopf & Farell (1990) , we suggest that the chromatic and luminance axes appear to remain fundamentallyseparate in their contribution to the 2D motion perception of plaids. This is a surprisingresult since it has been shown that colour and luminance contrast combine in some other aspects of motion perception, most notably in their contribution to the perceived speed of drifting gratings (Cavanagh et al., 1984; Mullen& Boulton, 1992b ).
Our conclusion,that there is no fundamental segregation of the chromatic cardinal components in motion perception, is compatible with recent physiologicaldata since the clustering of the chromatic sensitivitiesof the parvocellularneuronesaround the cardinal axes found in primate LGN (Derrington et al., 1984) appears to be substantiallylost at the striate cortex (Lennie et al., 1990; Kiper et al., 1994) . Psychophysicalresults also suggest that "higher-order" chromatic mechanisms exist which have their greatest sensitivity to the inter-axis colours (Krauskopf et al., 1986; Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992) .
Our results suggest that whether the visual system treats a cross-cardinal axis plaid as a 2D pattern is correlatedwith the spatial propertiesof the stimulus.We have shown that for the stimuli with low orientation separations, observers were able to determine two directions of motion in the pattern, neither of which corresponds to the direction of motion of a single component. One direction correspondsto the 2D pattern motion (the direction of the chromatic contrast envelope modulation), and the other corresponds to the carrier which moves in the vector sum direction. We found that observers were able to respond independently to these differentaspectsof motion.If both perceptswere present, observers were specifically instructed to look for the pattern motion.Thus, specificfeatures may emerge in the stimuli when the orientation differences between the component gratings are low (<30 deg), which provide salient cues to the 2D pattern motion of the stimulus.For example, the size of the inter-axis coloured "blob" enlarges at lower component orientation separations. Possibly, this greater area is needed to detect the interaxis blob as a specific attribute of the pattern, and therefore discriminatesits directionof motion'interms of its 2D structurerather than its ID (cardinal)components. Furthermore, it is not until the blobs become noticeably elongated that the cross-axisplaids become detectable as 2D structures.
The orientation dependence of coherence in cardinal axis plaids is similar to the result reported by Kim & Wilson (1993) for the coherence of luminance plaids between two componentsof different spatialfrequencies. One important difference, however, is that for our results it seems to be the spatial (xy) orientation of the components that governs whether the plaid coheres or not in the cross-axis condition, rather than the spatiotemporal (M) orientation of the components, as in the plaid made from components of different spatial frequencies (Kim & Wilson, 1993) . Although it is only in our Type I plaids that there is an inverse relationship between the spatial and spatiotemporalvector orientation (see Fig. 1 ), the resultswith these patterns imply that it is the 2D spatial pattern analysis that is important in the coherence of these chromatic patterns, and the ID (component) analysis that is important across spatial scales (Kim & Wilson, 1993) .
The distinctionbetween the ID "component"analysis and the 2D "pattern" analysis is exemplified in Type II plaids. It is thoughtthat the perceived directionof motion of a Type II plaid in a direction close to that predictedby the I.O.C. calculation is due to some form of analysis which extracts the vector describing the direction of motion of the 2D pattern (Wilson et al., 1992; Chubb & Sperling, 1988) . This direction of motion (the I.O.C. solution)correspondsclosely to the motion of the secondorder (contrast) modulation in a same-axis plaid (see Derrington et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 1992) . If only the ID "component"motion was extracted,then the simplest form of recombinationwould be to sum the two vectors; the vector sum and I.O.C. solutions are different for a Type II plaid. Therefore, the perception of motion in the I.O.C. direction for Type II plaids is strong evidence for analysis of the motion in the pattern itself, rather than a more simple analysis in terms of its components.
When a plaid is made from different coloured components, then the distinction between first-and second-order modulation also corresponds to a distinction between cardinal and non-cardinalprocessing.If the visual system were only able to process motion along cardinal axes, then one would only be able to identifythe ID component motion vectors in a Type II plaid made from the two differentcardinal components.Even if each cardinal component were subject to some form of nonlinear processingto extract a second-ordermotionvector, the system would not have more information than that given by the direction of motion of the components.As the only property that changes in the stimuli as the spatial angular difference between the components decreases is the 2D structure, the perception of coherence is likely to be due to an increase in the responseof the visual system to the interaxisblobper se, as the responseto the cardinal components will remain the same across all stimuli. Thus, our results for both Type I and Type II plaids support the existence of mechanisms directly analysing the motion of interaxis colours, and indeed may be extrapolated to imply the importance of the 2D analysis of movingpatternsrather than the decompositioninto the ID components often assumed (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Wilson et al., 1992; Burke & Wenderoth, 1993a, b) .
In conclusion,the resultsof this studyshow that singleaxis chromatic and luminance plaids behave very similarlywhen we are required to perceive their direction of motion. Furthermore, when a cross-axis chromatic plaid coheres into a 2D chromatic pattern, the perceived direction of motion is similar to that shown for singleaxis plaids. This suggests that motion processing based on chromatic and luminancecontrast is functionallyvery similar. The most striking qualitative division between chromatic and luminance based motion processing that we find is the complete lack of coherence between luminance and chromatic components.
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VisionRes., VO1. 36,No.16, pp.2497 -2513 Many spatially local filters, each selectively tuned to a specificorientationand spatial frequency, are assumedto act in parallel over the whole visual field.Psychophysical evidence for this model is provided by a variety af experimental paradigms, such as selective adaptation (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Blakemore & Nachmias, 1971) , simultaneous masking (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Legge & Foley, 1980 ) and sub-thresholdsummation . Filters, though followed by a nonlinear transducer function, have been treated as linear and independent. However, independence holds only to a first approximation and interactions between filters with different tuning properties have been described. Thomas (1991, 1992) demonstrated that informationfrom tuned pathways is not always used directly in making spatialjudgments, but in some case is combined across wide regions of the Fourier domain prior to the discrimination decision. Lateral inhibition between orientation detectors was suggested as a mechanism that can account for the apparent tilt of a line in the presence of a line of somewhat different orientation (Blakemore et al., 1970; Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973) or after adaptation to a line of somewhat different orientation ("tilt aftereffect") (Magnussen & Kurtenbach, 1980; Kurtenbach & Magnussen, 1981) . Inhibitory and facilitator interactions were found between neighboring filters on the spatial (Sagi & Hochstein, 1985; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Polat & Norcia, 1995) and spatial frequency (Tolhurst & Barfield, 1978) dimensions,possibly accountingfor human performance on texture segmentation (Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990 ) and perceptual grouping (Ben-Av & Sagi, 1995) tasks. Interactions between filters can be studied with contrast masking experiments (Tolhurst & Barfield, 1978; Polat & Sagi, 1993; Foley, 1994a) .In these experiments, contrast thresholds for a target are measured in the presence of a pattern (mask). Nonlinear masking effects can be quantitatively characterized by the curves 2497 describing target thresholds as a function of mask contrast (pedestal). For increasing pedestal contrast, thresholdstypically first decrease, then reach a minimum and then increase linearly on a log-log scale [reflectinga power-law behavior (Legge, 1981; Swift & Smith, 1983) ]. "Dipper''-shapedcurves of this type have been described in many studies (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 1980; Bradley & Ohzawa, 1986; Ross & Speed, 1991; Foley, 1994a) and,with target and mask having the same orientation and spatial frequency, they were used to derive nonlinear contrast response functions (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Wilson, 1980) .These functions typically have a positive second derivative (i.e. acceleration) at low stimulus contrasts and a negative second derivative (i.e. suppression, compression) at high contrasts.
A simple model for contrast detection assumes that target detection is mediated by a single filter, the most sensitive for the target. Masks that are presented within the bandwidth of this filter provide some input to it and thus shift the operating point on its transducer function (Legge & Foley, 1980 ; but see Nachmias, 1993) . The predicted curves will be dipper-shaped but, since the masks contribute only a certain ratio of their contrast to the target filter, the curves will be scaled (or shifted on a logarithmic scale). Results reported in the literature do not follow this prediction. Detection thresholds of gratingswere measured in the presence of mask gratings of various contrasts and orientations (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Ross & Speed, 1991) . These studies show that the facilitator effect is tuned narrowly as practically no facilitation is observed when masks differ from the target by more than 10-15 deg. Foley (1994a) measured detectionthresholdsof Gaborpatchesthat were masked by gratings of different orientations.His results also show a reduction of facilitation for increasing orientation difference between target and mask. A reduction of facilitation is observed also for masks that differ from the target in spatial frequency (Tolhurst & Barfield, 1978; Legge & Foley, 1980; Ross & Speed, 1991) . Legge and Foley (1980) accounted for the reduction of facilitation by assuming that response pooling across spatial filters is effective only at low mask contrasts and not at high mask contrasts. Ross and Speed (1991) developed a quantitative model in which they assume that masks have two effects differing in bandwidth: first, they directly stimulate the detecting mechanism (narrow tuning) and secondly, they shift the contrast responsefunction towards higher mask contrasts (broad tuning). Their model represents a parametric description of their data, but mechanisms are not suggested. Foley (1994a) accounts for facilitation with an accelerating transducer function and for suppression with broad-band divisiveinhibition.His model is similar to a model for cat striate cell responses proposed by Heeger (1992) .
Resultsfrom previousmasking studiesdo not allow us to separate local spatial interactions from orientation dependent interactions, as these studies used wide field maskinggratings.In fact, Foley (1994a) notes that Gabor maskscan lead to a larger facilitationthan grating masks, making the additional spatial masking effect of gratings evident. In the experimentsdescribed here, this problem was avoided by using localized target and mask stimuli. A Gabor target was masked with two Gabor signals differing from the target either in orientation(fA6) or in spatial location (fAy). We further tried to isolate two different processing stages at which masks can affect detection. Masks can provide direct input to the target filter(as it was assumedin the single-filtermodel) or they may affect detection indirectly by stimulating another filterwhich then interactswith the target filter.In order to separate these two types of processes, the experiments described here were performed for two different maskphase relationships;the two masks were presented either with equal phase or with opposite phase (see Methods section). For masks of equal phase, direct as well as indirect masking effects should be observed. Masks of oppositephase cancel each others input to the target filter and therefore do not affect detection "directly". In this condition, only indirect masking effects are expected.
Phase dependency of masking effects on grating detectionwas investigatedrecently by Lawton and Tyler (1994) . Their results show that suppressionof detection does not depend on whether the mask grating is presented in phase or in quadrature (90 deg) phase shift with the target, a finding that may indicate a major "indirect" masking source. As a possible explanation for their experimental observation they suggest that the "selfmasking effect is pooled over a local region of cells of various positions and types" (including, in particular, cells sensitive to different phases). Foley (1994b) finds phase independence of masking effects at high mask contrast (suppression), but not at low mask contrast (facilitation),indicatingnonlinearinhibition. Morgan and Dresp (1995) , using a luminance detection task in the presenceof a lateral mask also failed to find(in two out of three observers)detectionfacilitationfor mask and target of opposite contrast polarity.
An intriguing aspect of the masking literature is the reports on interobservers'variability of the experimental results (Morgan & Dresp, 1995; Olzak & Thomas, 1992) and of practice effects (Swift & Smith, 1983) . Such behavior can be accounted for by plasticity of the mechanisms involved in the masking process, in agreement with recent experimental results (Karni & Sagi, 1991; Polat & Sagi, 1994b) indicating long-term modifications in early stages of visual processing. In particular, it is possible that filters involved in the detection task are modified due to the presence of the mask or, alternatively,interactionsmay changewith time and may depend on the observer state of experience.The results of the experiments described here allow for a rough characterization of the filters involved and their nonlinear interactions.The data make it further possible to separate inhibitory interactions that account for suppression from excitatory interactions that account for facilitation. We show also that results change with practice and point to plasticity of specific interactionsin accounting for the learning effects.
METHODS
Apparatus
Stimuli were displayed as a gray-level modulation on an Hitachi HM-3619A color monitor, using an Adage 3000 raster display system. The video format was 56 Hz noninterlaced, with 512 x 512 pixels occupying a 9.6 x 9.6 deg area. The mean luminance was 50 cd/m2. Stimulus generation was controlled by a Sun-3/140 workstation and the stimulus display by the Adage local processor. The stimuli were viewed from a distance of 1.5 m.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of one target signal and two mask signals. The spatial luminance distributionof target and mask signalsis describedby a Gabor function,which can be interpreted as a cosine grating with its amplitude modulated by a Gaussian envelope: Two different sets of experimentswere performed. In the firstset, mask signalsand target signalwere presented at the same location, but mask orientation differed from the target orientationby *A9. The luminance"distribution was thus: L(X,y) = CtGYO,Oo + Cm(GyO,OO+AtI + @y,,e,-AO)/'2, with Ct as target amplitude,Cmas mask amplitudesand q as the relativepolarityof the secondmask (being 1 or -1 for same and opposite phase patterns). In the second set of experiments mask and target orientation were the same, but the mask was displaced vertically by fAy. Here the luminance distributionwas given by:
L(x, y) = CtGYO,OO + c'm(GyO+Ay,oO + QGYo-AY,oo)/z.
Both sets of experimentswere performed in two conditions: the two mask components were either of equal contrastpolarity(p = 1)or of oppositepolarity (p = -1), with Ct, Cm > 0. Examples of stimuli presented in the experimentsare shown in Fig. 1 .
Experimentalprocedures
A two alternative forced choice procedure was used. Observers activated a trial sequence by pressing a key, after fixating a small cross in the center of the screen. Each trial consisted of a blank period of 500 msec, followed by two sequential stimulus presentations (90 msec each) that were separated by 1000msec. Only one of the two stimuluspresentationscontainedthe target (but both contained the mask). The stimulus intervals were marked by two peripheral high contrast crosses. Observers had to determine which of the two presentations contained the target. The decisionwas indicated by pressing a key and auditory feedback was given for incorrect response. FIGURE2. Detection thresholdswere measured as a functionof mask contrast for different mask orientationsand mask-phase relationships(both detection thresholdsand mask contrasts are normalizedto the observerthresholdaverage c~h,).Each datum Point is the average of several thresholdestimates (at least three, on average five-six). Results are presented for three different observers.The m~gnitudeof facilitation by masks of equal phase decreases for increasingorientationdifferencebetween target and mask. Masks of opposite phase can facilitate and suppress detection.
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Detection thresholds for the target were estimated using the following staircase procedure: Ct is increased by 0.1 log units after every incorrect response and decreased by 0.1 log units after three consecutivecorrect responses.A block was terminatedafter 10 reversalsof Ct and the geometric mean of the last eight reversal points was used as a thresholdestimate.This staircaseprocedure was shown to converge to a level of 79?locorrect (Levitt, 1971) . Apart from Ct, all stimulus parameters were kept constant within one block. During one session (which lasted approximately 50 rein) and between different blocks mask amplitudes were varied while A@,Ay and all Gabor phases were kept constant.
Observers
Five observers(includingthe first author) with normal or corrected to normal vision took part in the experiments. opposite phase for Ay = 22, 31 and 4 1). One of the observers(AD) did not perform the two conditionsat 4 L In the spatial masking experimentsthe target was always vertical.
RESULTS
Detection thresholdsof a Gabor target were measured as a fimction of mask contrast Cm. The masks differed from the target either in orientation or in spatial location and the two mask componentswere either of equal phase or of opposite phase.
Orientationmasking
Data for the orientation masking experiments are presented in Fig. 2 for three different observers. As is evident, the curves show the following general behavior: for increasingmask contrastthe thresholdsfirstdecrease, then reach a minimumand then increaselinearlyon a loglog scale (which corresponds to a power-law behavior). The magnitude of maximal facilitation and the mask contrast at which the minimum occurs depend on the mask orientation and on the mask-phase relationship. Though individualdifferencesbetween observers can be seen, in all cases the result pattern clearly deviates from the prediction of the single filter model. For masks of equal phase, the curves are not simply shifted relative to each other,but the magnitudeof facilitationdecreasesfor increasing orientation difference between target and mask. Masks of opposite phase cancel each others input to the target filter and the single-filtermodel, assuming detection by the most sensitive filter, would predict that this mask pattern does not affect detection.However, the psychophysicalresultsshow that masksof oppositephase can suppress and facilitate detection.
In order to make the data more easily accessible for analysis, the following data features were extracted from each session:
The threshold of the isolated target; the average detection threshold Cth, of each observer was used for normalization;
The minimum C~in (= lowest threshold across the c~,,k range obtained in a session); the threshold elevation log (C~i~/C~h,) served as an estimation of maximalfacilitation;
The mask contrast Cm at which the minimum occurred; IOg (cm/c~hr) $@X an tXtkIXitt? Of the mask contrast at minimum (cases where Cm= O were not considered);
The slope of thepower-law regionwas estimated by fitting a line (on log-log scale) through all the data points of the power-law region; the beginning of this region was defined as the lowest mask contrast from which on all threshold estimates were at least 0.1 log units above the minimum; All data points of the power-law region were fitted bv a line of slope 0.89 (which was .
. .
obtained as the average value); the mask contrast CSUP at which the fitted line equals the observer's threshold average c~h,reflects the mask contrast at which masks start to suppress detection; log (C,u~C~h,)was thus used as an estimate of the suppression threshold.
For each condition(masksof equal phase:0,30,45 and 60 deg; masks of opposite phase: 30, 45 and 60 deg) the parameters described above were averaged across all observersand all sessions.The resultsare shownin Fig. 3 .
Both masks of equal phase and masks of opposite phase can facilitate detection [ Fig. 3(a) ]. For masks of equal phase the facilitationdecreaseswith increasingA@. A particularly strong decrease is observed between Ad= 30 deg and Ad= 45 deg. Interestingly, masks of opposite phase can also enhance target sensitivity. The magnitude of this facilitation is smaller and increases with increasing orientation difference. For A@=60 deg the facilitationeffect is independentof mask phase. (Note that, due to noise in the data, maximal facilitation is somewhat overestimated.)
As described, maximal facilitation was estimated separately for each session as we also wanted to analyze practice effects. The method has the disadvantage that noise in the data alone can produce minima below threshold. In order to show that the observed facilitation for masks of opposite phase is real we selected for each subject the region that included those two tested mask contrasts where the average facilitation (across all sessions) was maximal. For masks of opposite phase at A(I= 60 deg four out of five observersshowed significant facilitation in this region. Interestingly, one of these observers had comparatively strong suppression in the and D. SAGI first four sessions and shows significantfacilitation only in the last three sessions.The developmentof facilitation with practice is well consistent with the practicedependent decrease in the suppression thresholds that we observed(see "Practiceeffects" section,below) and it might further explain why one observer (who performed only in three sessionsin this condition)had practicallyno facilitation.
Though the magnitudeof facilitationdepends (in most cases) on mask phase, the mask contrast at which the minimum occurs appears to be mask phase independent [ Fig. 3(b) ]. With increasingAtl,the minima (and the start of the power-law region) shift towards higher mask contrasts.Such a shift is,alsopredictedby the singlefilter model.
The slope of the power-law region is practically the same in all conditionswith an average value of 0.89 [ Fig.  3(c) ].
The suppression threshold is the mask contrast at which mask presentation starts to suppress target detection. In general, the suppression threshold seems to increase for increasing A9. However, there is one interesting exception: for masks of equal phase, the suppression threshold~r A6'= 45 deg is significantly lower than for A%=30 deg. This correspondswell to the fact that facilitationfor Atl= 45 deg is much weaker than for A8 = 30 deg while the minima occur at very similar mask contrasts. Since the functions rise with the same slope, the suppression threshold for AO= 45 deg is expected to be smaller. In a separate analysis, suppression thresholdswere found to increase significantly with practice (see "Practice effects" section). Therefore, the average values that are presented in Fig. 3(d) have to be treated with caution.
For Atl= 60 deg none of the parameters showed significant phase dependency.
Spatial masking
The resultsof the detection thresholdmeasurementsin the presence of spatially displaced masksare presentedin Fig. 4 for three different observers. Curves for masks of equal phase at a distance of 21 appear to be shifted relative to the curve for masks presented at target location-as is expected if the single-filter model is valid. For masks of equal phase at larger distances (3 2 and 4 2), the behavior is less clear. There is quite strong facilitationbut no evidentpower-lawregion.The absence of the power-lawregion can also be seen in the resultsfor masks of opposite phase (however, some suppression is observed for masks at 2 A). Masks of opposite phase at larger spatial distancesfacilitate detection.Facilitationat 31 and 4 J (again averaged over a region including two mask contrasts) is significantfor all observers, showing that the single-filtermodel also fails to account for the spatial masking experiments. An analysis similar to the one performed for the orientation masking data was also carried out for the spatial masking experiments. However, as many curves 0.0~fi~..w.
IOg(cm/cthr) 2503 FIGURE4. Detectionthresholdswere measuredas a functionof mask contrast for differentmask distances (givenin units of the Gabor wavelength)and mask-phaserelationships.Each datum point is the average of several thresholdestimates (at least two, on average four). Results are presented for three different observers. The curves for masks of equal phase at 21 are shifted relative to the curves for masks at 01. At larger distances(3Aand 4A)the behavioris less clear. There is quite a strongfacilitation but often no evident power-law region. Masks of opposite phase at larger distances (> 31) can facilitate detection.
did not show a clear power-law region,no estimateswere obtained for the slope of the power-law region and for suppressionthresholds. Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis. As already pointed out, facilitation can be observed for masks of both phase relationships.Interestingly, the minima occur at very high mask contrasts compared to those of the orientation masking results. This might partly explain the absence of the power-law region for masks at large spatial distances. Perhaps a power-law behavior could be observed if higher mask contrasts could be tested. Furthermore,it is possible that the actual minima occur at these higher mask contrasts and that the actual facilitation is larger than the one estimated here.
Practice effects
As mentioned before, some of the measured parameters appeared to change during the course of the experiments. To test this phenomenon, the parameter stability was analyzed. The analysis was done only for the orientation masking experiments since here the average session number per experimental condition was large enough to find significanteffects.
As the experiments were not designed originally to study temporal changes of the result patterns, the performance order of the various conditions was not systematic, thus placing limitations on the information that can be extractedfrom the data. In the analysiscarried out here, each conditionwas considered separatelywhile the absolute ordering of conditions was ignored. Parameters were normalized to the value obtained during the first session in that condition. The normalized values were plotted vs time (where number of sessions always refers to the number of sessions in the respective condition). The results of this analysis (averaged across all observersand all conditions)are presentedin Fig. 6 . A strong practice effect was found for suppressionthresholds which increased with time (linear correlation: P > 0.001). The suppressionthreshold increase reflects a decrease in contrast detection thresholds (improvement) for targets masked with high contrast masks. The threshold improvement was slow and continued for at least several sessions. The effect is consistent across observers (with the exception of observer BZ, who was highly trained on contrast detection tasks) and it also appeared to be rather consistent across experimental conditions. The practice effect was exceptionally strong for one observer (HB) at A6'= 45 deg. The respective curves are presentedin Fig. 7 , where each line is the averageof three or four sessions.It shouldbe noted that the sessionswere not performed sequentially, but that other conditions were tested in between. The increase in the suppression threshold was highly significant (P > 0.001) for both mask patterns and is combined here with a significant increase in facilitation.Note that for mask componentsof opposite phase an initial suppression turns after three sessions into enhancement with target thresholds decreasing to less than half of their initial values. A "developmentof facilitation"was also seen in a few other cases, e.g., for masksof oppositephase at A6'=60 deg. At a mask contrast of approx. 0.7 log units above threshold, the four observers that had between six and seven sessions in that condition have insignificantsuppression for the first four sessions [threshold elevation = 0.013 k 0.033 (SE) log units], but have a very clear facilitator effect of -0.15f 0.022 (SE) log units for the remaining two to three sessions.
Summary
The results show that masks of equal phase can facilitatedetection.The magnitudeof this facilitationwas found to decreasewith increasingAObut it decreasesless with increasing Ay. Facilitation was also observed for masks of opposite phase when they were presented at larger orientation differences and spatial distances. For high contrastmasksdetectionthresholdscan be described with a power-law (with the exceptionof masks presented at large spatial distances). The pattern of results was found to change with practice. Suppression thresholds increasewith practice, reflectinga performanceimprovement for high contrast masks. In some cases, enhancement was shown to increase dramatically with practice, reflectinga performanceimprovementfor low to medium contrast masks.
A TWO-STAGEFILTERINGMODEL FOR DETECTION
Architecture The data presented above provide further evidence for the inadequacyof models assuminglinear filterstuned to different orientationsand spatial locations in accounting for human detection data.
Such models predict that the maximal facilitation is independent of A6 and Ay (for masks of equal phase). Our resultsdo not follow this predictionand indicate that the facilitator and suppressive effects have different tuning behavior. In the model presented here, therefore, we attributefacilitation and suppressionto two different filters, allowing us to define the tuning for both effects separately. One of the filters, which is called the "excitatory filter", is followed by an accelerating transducerfunction, leading to facilitation (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson, 1980; Ross & Speed, 1991; Foley, 1994a) . The output of this filter is divided by the output of the "inhibitory filter", leading to a compression of the resulting transducer function that can account for the power-law region (Foley, 1994a) . Our second important finding is that facilitation and suppression can both be observed also for masks of opposite phase. Since first-stagefilters are insensitiveto masks of opposite phase these results require a second processing stage to be incorporated into the model. The excitatoryas well as the inhibitoryfilter are consequently described as second-stage filters. The two processing stages are separated by a nonlinearity.We find full wave rectification at the first-stage filter output sufficient in accounting for phase independence. In short, the following processes are suggested (for a schematic diagram of the model see Fig. 8 ):
Linear filtering of the image with Gabor (or alike) filters;
Full-wave rectification of the filter output;
Two second-stage filters that integrate over the first-stage output: -the "excitatory" filter is followed by an accelerating transducer function; -the "inhibitory" filter divides the transducer output; A decision "thatis based on the divided output signal.
Tuning
The model should describe the observed tuning of facilitation and suppression. Basically, all model parameters influence its tuning behavior; however, the following parameters appear to be of particular importance:
(i) Bandwidths of the first-stage filters;
(ii) Shape and bandwidthof the "excitatory"secondstage filter;
(iii) Shape and bandwidthof the "inhibitory"secondstage filter.
The bandwidth of the first-stage filter affects maskphase dependent differences. In the orientation masking experiments, results for A6'= 60 deg appeared to be mask-phase independent reflecting a small first-stage filter (full) bandwidth of less than 30 deg, in agreement with earlier studies (Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; PhiIlips & Wilson, 1984) . The spatial masking results show that maskspresentecl.at a target-to-maskdistanceof 22 shift the minimum towards high mask contrasts, suggesting that the excitatory input from 21 is rather small. Therefore, a small spatial bandwidth for both the first and second stage (excitatory) filters is implicated (see Table 1 for model parameters).
The shape of a specificmasking curve depends on the sensitivityof the two second-stagefiltersto the particular mask configuration.It turns out that the magnitudeof the maximal facilitation is determined by the ratio of the mask input to the excitatory and the inhibitory filter, whereas the mask contrast at which the minimum occurs is, to a good approximation, determined by the mask input to the excitatory filter.* Our data for maximal facilitation and mask contrast at minimum for different The observed facilitation at large orientation differences such as 60 deg suggests that the excitatory filter integrates over a broad range of orientations. The reduction of maximal facilitation with increasing A6' shows that the inhibitory second-stage filter is more broadly tuned than the excitatory second-stage filter. However, monotonically decreasing broad-band inhibition cannot account for the observed results in a quantitative way, as a strong reduction of facilitation was observed for masks of equal phase at A6 = 45 deg. Within the present theoreticalframework, two alternative accountscan be offered: a decrease in excitatoryinput, or an increase in inhibition. A decrease in the excitatory input (for A6 < 30 deg) would account for the reduction of maximal facilitation, but it would also lead to an enormous shift of the minimum towards higher mask contrasts. This shift is not seen in the experimentaldata. Therefore, we account for the reduction of facilitation at A6'= 45 deg with increasingthe inhibitoryinput,suggesting side inhibition from around AO=45 deg.
The results of the spatial masking experiments also suggestintegrationover a large range of spatialdistances, as facilitation for masks of both phase-relationshipsis observed at large distances. The reduction of maximal facilitation is small as compared with the results for orientation masking, implying a rather small inhibitory input to account for the observed power-law behavior at small spatial distances.
Model simulation
The model behavior was tested with a computer *Thisis expected if the divisive inhibitionis applied after a thresholdtype transducer function (with a continuousderivative everywhere but at threshold), as the threshold, the point where maximal facilitation occurs, is not affected by division (assuming a smooth inhibitory transducer function), unlike the gain.
simulation. In order to keep the number of free parameters small, the filters were described only as one dimensionalfilters,separatelydefinedfor orientationand space (only one spatial dimension).We use linear filters with Gaussian sensitivity profiles in space and in orientation.They were modeled as:
Orientation:
with G(x I cr)= exp~.
Second-stage filters are assumed also to be linear. Althoughit would seem natural to describethe excitatory second-stagefilter with a Gaussian function, test simulations showed that the model could be improved significantly with an additional excitatory input from the first-stagetarget filter added. This additional term in the excitatory filter description may indicate two mechanisms involved in the excitatory process, one being a 'self-excitation'and the other providing lateral integration (a hint toward a single-layer feed-back network).The mathematicaldescriptionof these filtersis:
Space:
where O and y are the orientation and location, respectively, of the first-stage filter, providing input to the second-stage filter, 4, and y: are the second-stage filter orientation and location, respectively.
The suggestedinhibitorysecond-stagefilterconsistsof two components: broad-band inhibition independent of input orientationand side inhibitionthat is modeled with two additionalGaussians.The spatial masking results do notprovideevidencefor side inhibitionand the inhibitory spatial second stage filterwas thus modeled with a single Gaussian:
The model response R is a function of the inputstimulus~((1) or S(y). The Gabor stimuli are described Finally, the model responseR is given by:
with trd(r) = #n-l + m-l "
The transducer function trd(r) is similar to the widely used Naka-Rushton function (Naka & Rushton, 1966) , with the exponentin the denominatorbeing reducedby 1. The transducer is thus still accelerating for r < p (and can account for facilitation), but it does not saturate for r > p and converges to a linear function. It is important to note that this transducer function predicts constant detection thresholdsfor large inputs and that the powerlaw behavior in the simulationsis entirely due to divisive inhibition. Detection thresholds can be evaluated by assumingthat two stimuli are discriminableif and only if AR >1.
The values of the parametersused in the simulationare given in Table 1 , and the shapes of the second-stage filters are presented in Fig. 9 . Figure IO(a) shows the simulationresultsfor orientationmasking.By comparing simulated and experimental results (see Fig. 2 ) one can appreciate that the main data features are captured well by the model; namely, the decrease of facilitation for masks of equal phase and the increase of facilitation for masksof oppositephase (for increasingA@). To showthis further, the analysis that was performed on the experimental data was also carried out for the simulatedresults. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the obtainedfit is quite good. Suppression thresholds were shown to change with practice and a good fit is not necessarily expected.
The simulation results for the spatial masking experiments are presented in Fig. IO(b) . Psychophysical and FIGURE1l. Simulationofmodel plasticityformasksofequalphase at A0=45deg.Adecreaseofexcitatory inputfrom45deg andadecrease ofinhibitory inputfrom45 degbothcan accountforanincrease ofsuppression thresholds.Decrease ofinhibitory input can further account for the practice effect ofobserver HB(s~e Fig.7 ).
simulated results are plotted together in Fig. 5 . Clearly, the fit is less accurate than for the orientation masking results. One problem isthat the data donot followa clear generalbehavior,especiailyatlargermaskdistances.More experimental data are necessary (also for masks at closer spatial distances such as 12) in order to obtain a more accurate estimation of the second-stage filters described here. In any case, the model can account for facilitation by masks of both phase relationshipsand it can simulate approximately the mask contrast at minimum. The model described here was deliberately kept simple: the first stage is not very different from a linear "stage", as neither a thresholdnor saturationare assumed for the first-stage units. Moreover, both facilitation and suppression are accounted for by only one mechanism each: facilitation by an accelerating transducer function applied on a second-stage filter and suppression by divisive inhibition. Because of its simplicity, the model provides a useful basis for further investigations as it allows for various modifications.For example, nonlinear transducer fimctions might be applied on the first-stage filter output or on the inhibitory second-stage filter. In addition, the temporal dynamics of the system might be described, possibly allowing for discriminationbetween feed-forward and feed-back structures.
Plasticity
The experimental results were found to change with practice, a finding that implies that the model described above has to be modified. Namely, it has to account for the global increase of suppression thresholds [see Fig.  6(d) ]. Simple modifications to the second-stage filters were examined and tested by computer simulations.We suggest that the input weights to the second-stagefilters can be modified by experience and that these modifications apply locally to the particular first-stagefilter used. We consider here the case where masks of equal phase are presented at AO= 45 deg and we modulate independentlythe 45 deg-inputweight to the excitatoryand to the inhibitory second-stage filter, while the filters remain otherwise unchanged.
The result of the simulation is presented in Fig. 11 . A decrease in the excitatory input and a decrease in the inhibitory input can both account for the observed increase in suppressionthresholds. The development of facilitation that we observed in some cases (see Fig. 7 ), however, is not consistentwith a decrease in excitatory input and suggests a decrease in inhibitory input as a possible learning mechanism.
DISCUSSION
A contrast masking paradigm was used to study nonlinear interactions between filters tuned to different orientationsand spatial locations. The experimentswere carried out for two different mask-phase relationships allowing for an isolation of two separate processing stages.
We find that, for increasing mask contrast, thresholds usually first decrease, then reach a minimum and then increaselinearlyon a log-logscale (which correspondsto a power-law behavior). The magnitude of maximal facilitation and the mask contrast at which the minimum occurs depends on the mask orientation, the spatial displacement of the mask and the mask-phase relation-ship. For masks of equal phase, facilitationwas shown to decrease with increasing orientation difference. A particularly strong decrease was found between A6'= 30 deg and A8 = 45 deg. A facilitator effect also was observed for masks of opposite phase when masks were presented at larger orientation differences (such as 60 deg) or larger spatial distances (<2 A). The powerIaw behavior with an exponent of 0.89 was observed independentlyof mask phase in all conditions(exceptfor masks at large spatial distances).
The results are accounted for by two filtering stages. Linear filtering of the image is followed by a full-wave rectification.The first-stageoutput provides input to two second-stage filters, an excitatory filter that is followed by an accelerating transducer function and an inhibitory second-stagefilter that providesdivisiveinhibitionto the output of the excitatory transducer function. Facilitation is accounted for by the accelerating transducer function and the divisive inhibition accounts for the observed suppression. The model is similar to a model recently published by Foley (1994a) . However, an important difference is that, in the model presented here, excitatory and inhibitoryfilters are described as second-stagefilters rather than first-stage filters. This was motivated by the resultsobtainedfor masksof oppositephase showingthat both facilitator and suppressive mask effects can be observedindependentlyof mask phase.The data obtained allow for an estimation of the second-stage filter parameters.
Second-stagejilters
Two alternatives have been discussed concerning the tuning of inhibitoryinteractions:broadly tuned inhibition (more or less insensitive to orientation) and orientation selectiveinhibition.Broad-bandinhibitionwas suggested as a mechanismthat effectivelynormalizescell responses and helps to avoid response saturation (Heeger, 1992) . This type of inhibition is consistent with physiological data: for example, the contrast independenceof orientation tuning in cat striate cells (Sclar & Freeman, 1982) . However, there is also evidence for orientation-selective inhibition (Hata et al., 1988; Bonds, 1989; Volgushev et al., 1993) , which would serve as a mechanism for sharpeningthe orientationtuning curves of cortical cells. Possibly, both mechanisms act together (Bonds, 1989) .
The data presented here indicate that the inhibitory input coming from 45 deg is 'much larger than the inhibitory input coming from 30 deg and that inhibition is, therefore,not independentof orientation.Accordingly, side inhibitionwas assumed in the model, supportingthe hypothesis that inhibitory interactions do play a role in sharpening orientation tuning functions. Foley (1994a) accounts for his results from masking experiments by broad-bandinhibition.However, as he was using gratings as mask stimuli, spatial inhibition (surround inhibition) from orientations similar to the target orientation may have also affected the data, by contributing strong inhibition around the target orientation.
In addition to the inhibitory second-stage filter, the model also describes an excitatory second-stage filter. This filter integrates over neighboring orientations and neighboringspatial distances. Anatomical models of the visual cortex suggest that cells tuned to the same spatial location but to different orientationsare located close to each other within a "hyper-colurnn",whereas neighboring spatial locations are encoded in neighboring hypercolumns. This could explain the fact that the excitatory input coming from spatially displaced masks appears to be smaller than the input coming from neighboring orientations.Neuronswith long axons that could mediate long-range interactions were described in the visual cortex of the cat (Gilbert & Wiesel, 1979 and, furthermore,there is evidencefor facilitationamong cells whose receptive fields are co-aligned and co-oriented (Nelson & Frost, 1985; Ts'o, Gilbert & Wiesel, 1986) . The spatial integrationof the excitatory filter thus might be non-isotropic. Psychophysical evidence for this anisotropywas providedby Polat and Sagi (1994a)using a lateral maskingparadigm(similarto the one used in the present study). They found that facilitation of detection by masks is maximal when target and masks were presented co-linearly.
Feed-forward/feed-back
The data presented here do not allow for a decision between feed-forward or feed-back structure and the feed-forwardstructurewas chosen entirely for the sake of simplicity. Foley (1994a) suggests a feed-forward structure,based on the observationthat masks presented for only 33 msec give rise to large inhibition.However, the processing time in the cortex might not be restricted to the actual stimuluspresentation. Heeger (1992) argues for a feed-back structure of inhibition, as only then response saturation could be avoided. Different architecturescan be suggested,as excitation and inhibitiondo not necessarily follow the same interaction pattern (Stemmler et al., 1995) . A feed-back architecture for excitation was suggested to account for the increased range of excitatory interactions with practice (Polat & Sagi, 1994b) .The excitatory second-stagefilters derived here (see Fig. 9 ) can be viewed as the sensitivitypattern of weak lateral excitatoryinputsto a first-stagefilter,with the first-stagefilterresponsedominating.Furtherpsychophysical experiments are necessary, for example; for testing feed-back specific effects like dis-inhibition (Carpenter & Blakemore, 1973; Kurtenbach & Magnussen, 1981) or investigation of time course of different interactions (Wilson & Humanski, 1993) .
PlasticiQ
Some of our resultsshowed significantpractice effects. These findings agree with observations made before, as for the existence of learning effects in masking experiments. Swift and Smith (1983) , using eight-component noise gratings, described a reduction of the discrimination function slope at the suppression region from 1 to 0.65 (the slope they obtained without practice for single component gratings), which took place each time they changed the mask combination.They placed the learning effect at the decision stage, with practice affecting decision criteria. Here learning was shown to take place with two-componentmasks, the most consistentpractice effect being an increase in suppression thresholds. For both single-component and double-component masks used, we found fairly stable slopes (0.89). The model described here can account for the observed practice effects if the second-stagefiltersare modified,suggesting plasticity at an early stage of visual processing. The performanceimprovementthat was seen for observerHB strongly indicates that inhibition is reduced due to practice.
Evidence for low-level plasticity has been reported (Karni & Sagi, 1991; Poggio et al., 1992; Polat & Sagi, 1994b) . Practice effects have been described that are specific for eye, stimulus location and stimulus orientation. The high specificityof practice effects indicatesthat plasticity is present at early processing stages. Texture learning was found to be task-specific (Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993) , implying that stimulus presentation alone does not lead to plasticity but that high-level processes are also necessary for learning. However, it is possible that learning is mainly a low-level process and that a high-level signal simply enables or gates synapses (Karni & Sagi, 1991) in a certain brain region to change their efficacy. In the experimentsdescribed here, a highlevel signalcould be sent to the secondstage targetfilters, thus allowing for their modification.The actual modifications might then be completely stimulus-dependent. Local learning rules could be described, similar to the rules suggested for excitatory synapses by Hebb (1946) and for inhibitory synapses by Barlow (1990) . In both cases, the learning rules assume an increase of synaptic efficacywith correlated activityon the two synapticsides and a decrease in efficacy for uncorrelated activities. Within the context of the model presented here, a slow decrease in the efficacy of divisive inhibition seems to take place with repetitive stimulation and task performance. Assuming local learning rules, the decrease of synapticstrengthcan be a resultof uncorrelatedactivities in the corresponding excitatory and the inhibitory second-stage filters, as these two filters have different tuning profiles (the inhibitory filter receives a strong input from first-stagefilters at 45 deg, while the input to the excitatory filter is dominated by the target orientation). Alternative accounts are possible if a feed-back design is adopted, enabling indirect effects due to increased mutual inhibition between mask responding second-stage filters (thus producing a reduced effective inhibitionon the target filter).However, it is possiblethat learning is supervised and synapses can be modulated independentlyof input correlationsso as to optimize and reduce discriminationthresholds,with network architecture being the limiting factor. Further experiments,using paradigms similar to the one described here, might provide an answer to these open questionsand may help in understandingthe principles governing learning.
